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A special attention to detail coupled with quality finishes, managed constructions 
processes, and thoughtful architectural flow and features are all an integral part 
of each Phillip Jennings home.  Constructing only a handfull of projects each year 
affords the Phillip Jennings Team the ability to focus solely on quality not quantity, 
making the Preston Hollow and Park Cities areas a perfect fit for their homes.

Phillip-Jennings has become a Dallas resource for the tasteful blend of Old 
World architectural style, thoughtful interior design, unique characteristics, 
and modern construction materials and techniques. Named a Best Builder  
in D Home for two consecutive years, Phillip-Jennings has earned a strong  
reputation for quality, service, and excellence in the luxury home market  
thanks to exhaustive research, inside knowledge of market trends, client  
satisfaction, and experience. 

Owner Phillip Fristoe continues a family tradition of accomplished real  
estate involvement with Phillip-Jennings Custom Homes. His mother, father,  
and grandfather have all worked in real estate and homebuilding. Clients and  
industry peers have come to expect Fristoe and his team to provide an excellent  
product with a thorough analysis of style, design, and  
quality. The rich history in real estate that envelopes 
his family combined with a personal passion for  
architecture is the same spirit that compelled Fristoe  
to start his own company, concentrating on the  
specialized market of luxury homebuilding.  

Phillip-Jennings Custom Homes, Ltd.

8710 Greenville Ave., Ste. A

Dallas, TX  75243

214-363-3828

www.phillipjenningshomes.com

“We are thrilled with our new Phillip-
Jennings home. Everyone who walks 
through the door wants to know who 
built our home. The attention to detail 
in every room is remarkable! You sense 
perfection when you look at the angles 

and arches throughout the hallways 
and common areas. The sense of bal-
ance and light in the living areas make 
them soothing places to relax and re-
connect with our children at the end of 
the day.” Phillip-Jennings homeowner

The Phillip-Jennings Mission: “A focus 
on perfecting the art of homebuilding 
by creating  homes rich in style and 
character that exceed the expectations 
of a very discriminating clientele.”
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